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QUAY'S NEW FESTIVAL COLLECTION HAS
LANDED JUST IN TIME FOR COACHELLA

Pictured above: Vinyl - Yellow/Smoke RRP: $65 AUD

Heading to California in April? Accessorise your Coachella kit with Quay's new festival drop.
The collection is a serious vibe featuring a wide array of shapes, colours and blue light frames.

VINYL, pictured above, features in fresh new colourway, YELLOW and also comes in
BLACK/SMOKE. The frames are priced at $65 AUD.
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Pictured above (from left to right): Atomic - Gold/Rainbow RRP: $65 AUD & Farrah - Gold/Fade

RRP: $75 AUD

A variety of smaller, round sunnies have dropped and are ready for your next upcoming festival.
Cult favourite, FARRAH is back in 2 new colourways and all new, ATOMIC comes in Rainbow
and Black/Smoke.
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Pictured above (from left to right): Hindsight in Matte Black/Rainbow & Yellow/Fade RRP: $75

AUD

Modern and classic shields are here, including more fierce colour ways in the popular frame,
HINDSIGHT.
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Take on Coachella with clear, blue light lenses. The new HARDWIRE colour ways are perfect
for festival hangs and staring at screens.
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Pictured above (from left to right): Hardwire - Neon Yellow/Blue light, Hardwire - Neon

Corl/Clear Blue light & Hardwire - Neon Yellow/Blue light
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More festival newness available now on Quay's website here.

Media Notes
-QUAY AUSTRALIA retails from $65 - $75 AUD

-All product available for loan

-High-res product imagery available here
-Campaign imagery available here

About Quay Australia
Quay Australia was born roadside on the festival circuit, surrounded by music artists and
festival goers who inspired the brand to create notoriously cool, affordable sunnies for the
nonconforming and freethinking. From dramatically oversized aviators to reflective lenses and
bold cat eyes, Quay Australia has become a favorite for individuals with fearless style, a
carefree attitude and fresh perspective.

For over 14 years, Quay Australia has built a #QUAYSQUAD that is loyal, passionate and looks
to the brand to make them stand out in the crowd and set the trend for their latest accessories.
Seen on countless celebrities and known for limited-edition influencer collaborations, Quay
Australia is the go-to accessible brand for millennial men and women that makes them feel like
they are part of the in crowd.

Quay Australia utilises a distinctive marketing strategy and omni-channel distribution model to
develop, market and sell eyewear in 35 countries, with over 3,000 points of distribution,
including 7 company-owned Quay Australia retail shops. QuayAustralia.com.au

PR Contact: QUAY AUSTRALIA
Trina Cort (DXD Agency)

trina@dxd.agency

+ 61 427 527 321

#ENDS
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